
 

 ST ALBANS SCHOOL 

SECTOR – 15, FARIDABAD 
 

For Class-IX 

 

Dated : 01.05.2021 

 

‘We cannot re-write the chapters of history already past, but we can learn from them, 

evolve and adapt.  The new normal may even be a better normal, certainly a different 

normal’ 

 

Dear Parents 

Sub : Summer Vacation Holiday Homework 

Even in these critical times of the COVID pandemic, the school has, as always, kept the 

interest of the students the primary focus. Our untiring efforts have earned us a very good 

and encouraging response from the students and the parents. 

To minimise academic loss, we are continuing to put in our best efforts so that your ward 

utilises his/her summer break in an efficient way. 

We will resume classes in June 2021, as per the Government guidelines and directives issued 

in due course of time. The relevant details will be notified to you accordingly. 

As always, please check your email regularly for important updates like holiday 

assignments, date sheet, syllabus for unit tests and more. 

Kindly encourage your ward to complete the holiday assignments (given in the next page/s) 

While the children are at home kindly encourage your ward to do the following as well: 

1. Choose and read atleast one book of interest. 

2. Read aloud and/or listen to audio books. 

3. Discuss what has been read. 

4. Use key vocabulary picked up in the text. 

5. Write a short summary of what has been read or listened to. 

6. Practice oral / mental maths daily. 

7. Do something creative everyday: Art, cooking, gardening, playing music, making                   

    handmade objects, which are a part of experiential learning. 

 

 8. Also learn their lessons that have been  completed in school till date. 



 
  

Apart from these, your ward must be encouraged to do Yoga / Physical Exercise / Dance / 

Aerobics in the morning etc to keep themselves physically active and healthy. 

As suggested by the school in our earlier notice regarding covid awareness and diet plan, you 

must encourage your ward to consume a balanced diet for their well being and to keep 

themselves fit and healthy. 

 

Stay home and stay safe. 

 

Headmistress 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject-English 

 1.  Read the chapters thoroughly. (  Beehive and Moments ) 

2. Revise Literary terms, Vocabulary Builder and Idioms. 

4.    Work Book- Words and Expressions I-Complete the exercises of units 1, 2 and 3. 

5. Suggested Reading: 

a. Wings of Fire by Dr. A.P.J.Abdul  Kalam  

b. Jungle Book  by Rudyard Kipling 

 

IDIOMS 

1.See eye to eye–  agreeing with someone : They finally saw eye to eye on the business deal. 

2.Once in a blue moon – an event that happens infrequently: I only go to the cinema once in a 

blue moon. 

3.When pigs fly– something that will never happen : When pigs fly, she’ll tidy up her room. 

4.. Separate the wheat from the chaff - If you separate wheat from the chaff, you separate valuable from 

worthless. 

The new testing procedure to evaluate employees will separate the wheat from the chaff. 

5.. On cloud nine  -If you’re on cloud nine, you’re very happy: I was on cloud nine after receiving the news 

of my promotion. 

6. Face the music-  to face difficulties : You’ll face the music for deliberately reporting inflated sales 

numbers. 

7. Cost an arm and a leg - If something costs an arm and a leg, it costs a lot. 

Two days in the hospital for a minor ailment cost me an arm and a leg. 

 

8.  Have your heart in your mouth - If you’ve your heart in mouth, you’re feeling extremely nervous: My 

heart was in my mouth when he slipped and fell down on the floor. 

9. Get ducks in a row  - Getting your things well organized. 

To ensure a successful product launch, we must get our ducks in a row. 

10.Far Fetched – difficult to believe : I found his story a little far fetched.  

 

 

 



Learn the words/phrases given below and use them in your day-to-day life. 

VOCABULARY BUILDER 

HAPPY SAD NICE GOOD 

Adored Down at heart Amicable Excellent 

Cheerful Miserable Amiable Amazing 

Delighted Frustrated,  Pensive Courteous Awesome 

 Pleased Distraught Likeable Marvellous 

Ecstatic Downcast Gracious Terrific 

Content, Jubilant On edge Considerate Splendid 

Amused Gloomy, Solemn Agreeable Outstanding 

Thrilled Despondent Congenial Fantastic 

Elated Distressed Approachable Exceptional 

On Cloud 9 Devastated Charming Legendary 

In the seventh heaven Dispirited Cute  

 Walking on Air Depress, Remorseful   

Amused Dejected TIRED ENERGIZED 

Glad Upset Exhausted Strengthened 

Optimistic Forlorn Weary Motivated, Creative 

Joyful Glum  Drained Focused 

 Enthusiastic Joyless Drowsy Invigorated 

Jolly Disheartened  Determined 

Jovial Melancholy  Vibrant, Inspired 

    

BAD PRETTY BIG SMALL 

Awful Gorgeous Massive Tiny 

Appalling Stunning Huge Petite 

Rotten Exquisite Gigantic Minute 

Mean Mesmerizing Enormous Mini 

Dreadful Dazzling Colossal Itsy-bitsy 

Nasty Out of the world Immense Teeny-weeny 

Wicked  Bulky Miniature 

Wretched  Hefty Diminutive 

Lousy  Substantial  

Outrageous    

Atrocious    

HURT CONFIDENT SICK  

Jealous Strong Ailing  

Betrayed, Criticized Brave Ill, Impaired  

Let down Assured Nauseous  

Wounded, Rejected Relaxed, comforted Queasy , Unwell  

STRONG SURPRISED KIND SMART 

Dynamic Astonished Generous Witty 

Tenacious Curious Gentle Bright 

Hardy Incredulous Compassionate Knowledgeable 

Ambitious Inquisitive Sympathetic  Brainy 

 Mystified Benign Wise 

 Stunned  Brilliant 



 

SCARED  

ANGRY SHOCKED WALK 

Spooked Irate Taken aback Hike 

 Agitated Enraged Dismayed March 

Apprehensive Annoyed Tongue-tight Pace 

Edgy Bitter Flabbergasted Saunter 

Petrified  Mad Staggered Stroll 

Nervous Resentful Astounded Amble 

Jittery Indignant Astonished Mosey 

Afraid Infuriated Speechless Meander 

  Wound up  Stunned Promenade 

 Seething Appalled Strut 

 Upset,  Outraged  Prance 

 Agitated   

 Livid   

 Up in arms   

 Displeased   

  Cross   
                                                             

                                                                 Figures of Speech 

A figure of speech is a word or phrase used in a non- literal sense for rhetorical or vivid effect.  
 

Learn the following  figures of speech to beautify your writing skills. 

Term Definition Example 

Alliteration The repetition of beginning consonant sounds in 

two or more neighbouring words or syllables. 

The wild and woolly walrus waits and 

wonders when we’ll walk by. 

 

The wet wind whipped across my face. 

Assonance The repetition of vowel sounds in words or 

syllables. 

Fleet feet sweep by sleeping geese. 

 

Hyperbole Big exaggeration, usually with humour. Mile-high ice-cream cones ; 

Your suitcase weighs a ton ! 

Irony Irony refers to the use of words to convey a 

meaning that is opposite of their literal meaning 

. In simple words, it is a difference between the 

appearance and the reality. 

“Oh great! Now you have broken my new 

camera.” 

Metaphor Comparing two things that are not alike to 

suggest that they actually have something in 

common. 

All the world is a stage. 

 

I am a lion. 

 

Onomatopoeia Naming a thing or an action by imitating the 

sound associated with it. 

Buzz, hiss, roar, woof ; The clanging pots 

and pans awoke the baby. 

Oxymoron Oxymoron is a figure of speech in which two 

opposite ideas are joined to create an effect. 

Cruel kindness, living death, fully empty, 

small crowd, foolish wisdom, liquid gas 

Personification Giving something actual human qualities. The stuffed bear smiled as the little boy 

hugged him close. 

https://literarydevices.net/figure-of-speech/


 

Let’s practise : 
 

Identify the figures of speech.( Do it on A4 size sheet.) 
 

1. Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare 

The lone and level sands stretch far away. ______________________________________ . 

 

2. When the stars threw down their spears 

And water’d heaven with their tears.____________________________________________ . 

 

3.   Tyger Tyger, burning bright. ___________________________________________________. 

 

4. The mountains sing together and the hills rejoice. ____________________________________. 

5. Some slimy snakes were slowly slithering. _________________________________________ .  

 

6. Hear the mellow wedding bells.______________________________________ . 

 

7. Richard fought like a lion. 

____________________________________________________________ .  

 

8. Frail crumbling houses, crumbling doors, crumbling rafters, 

crumbling wood, crumbling bodies, crumbling lives, crumbling hearts._______________________ . 

 

9. I could sleep for a year; I was so tired. 

___________________________________________________ . 

 

10. “How nice!" she said, when I told her I had to work all weekend.  

________________________________ .   

Letter Writing-Informal Letter 

Write a letter to your parents appreciating them for all the little things they do.  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

The leaves danced in the sun. 

Pun A pun is a play on words in which a humorous 

effect is produced by using a word that suggests 

two or more meanings. 

An elephant’s opinion carries a lot of 

weight. 

 

 

Simile A figure of speech comparing two unlike 

things, using the words “like” or “as” 

The sun is like a yellow ball of fire in the 

sky. 

 

Synecdoche It is a literary device in which a part of 

something represents the whole or it may use a 

whole to represent a part. 

 

 The word “bread” can be used to 

represent food in general or money e.g.              

He is the breadwinner. 

  Music is my bread and butter. 

 "Where civil blood makes civil 

hands unclean." Romeo and Juliet, 

Shakespeare. 

e.g. wheel, hand  

Repetition Repetition is a literary device that repeats the 

same words or phrases a few times to make an 

idea clearer and more memorable. 

 “Come back ! Come back !”, he 

cried in grief. 

 The president said, “Work, 

work, and work are the keys to success.” 
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https://youtu.be/4leIfwtuP0w 
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       Subject- Mathematics 
 

Note - The following questions to be done in Fair registers 

 

                                                  Topic : Chapter-1  Number system 

        Q1.  Simplify :  
 

    
 + 

 

     
 + 

 

     
 + 

 

     
                                            Ans : 2(    - 1) 

        Q2.   Rationalize   (i) 
  

        
     (ii)     

     

     
                                              Ans : 5   + 3    ,  4   - 7 

Q3.   (i)  Find an irrational number between two rational numbers 4 and 5. 

         (ii)  Find 5 rational numbers between two rational numbers  
 

 
   and 

 

 
                                       

Q4.   Express :  0.        + 0.3   in the form of   
  

  
 where p and q are integers and q ≠ 0   Ans : 

   

   
 

Q5.  Prove that  :    
 

     
  + 

 

     
 +  

 

     
 = 0                                   

Q6.  Evaluate:   (i)       +      ―      ―            (ii) 2   
 

 + 3    
 

       
 

  
 

(iii)    
             

                                                                                                     Ans      -5    ,   3  
 

   ,  
 

 
 

 

Q7. Find a and b, such that (i)  
    

     
  =           (ii)  

     

     
      

     

      
 = a +      

                                                                                                  Ans  i) a = 47 , b = 27   ii)  a = 0, b = 1 

Q8.    If     
     

     
  and     

     

     
    find the value of        .                                        Ans 100 

 

Q9.  If  x =3- 2   then find whether (i)  x  
 

  
     (ii) x

2 
 + 

 

      rational  or irrational . 

                                                                                                               Ans  i) 6    ii) 34  both rational 

Q11.   Find value of    
  

   
     

 
  

   
     

 
  

   
     

                                                              Ans = 1 

 

Q12.    If   
                    

      
 =  

 

  
.  Prove that   m n = 1 

 

Q13. If   x = 4 -     . Find the value of (i)      
 

  
    (ii)      

 

  
                            Ans      ,     

 

Q14.   If   x = 
            

            
 , then show that qx

2
 – px + q = 0 

 

                        Topic : Chapter-12        HERON’S FORMULA  

Q1. Area of an equilateral triangle is 9  cm
2
 , then find the perimeter of the triangle.                Ans 18cm 



Q2.   Q2. The sides of triangular park are 51m, 37m and 20m respectively. Find the cost of levelling the park at the 

rate of Rs 3 per m
2
.                                                                                                                 Ans Rs.918 

Q3. The base of an Isosceles triangle is 6cm and its perimeter is 30 cm. Find its area.         Ans  9   cm
2 

Q4.Find the areas of a rhombus one side of which measures 20 cm and one of whose diagonal is 24cm.                             

                                                                                                                                                 Ans384cm
2 

Q5. Prove that the area of equilateral triangle is equal to 
  

 
    where a is the side of the triangle. 

Q6. Find the percentage increase in the area of a triangle, if  it’s each side is doubled by using Heron’s   

 formula.                                                                                                                                   Ans 300% 

Q7. Find the area of an equilateral triangle having a side of 12 m. Also, find the altitude.    

                                                                                                                                     Ans 36  m
2
, 6  m 

Q8. The perimeter of a triangular field is 450m and its sides are in the ratio 5 : 12 : 13. Find the area of    

      the triangle.                                                                                                                           Ans 6750 m
2 

Q9.    Parul has a piece of land which is in the shape of a rhombus (see fig.) She wants her daughter and  

   son to work on the land and produce different crops. She divided the land in two equal parts. If the                

perimeter of the land is 400 m and one of the diagonal is 160 m, how much area each of them will      

         get  for their crops?                                                                                                      Ans 4800m
2
 

 
Q10. Two parallel sides of a trapezium are60cm and 77cm and the other sides are 25cm and 26cm. Find area of 

the trapezium.                                                                                                            Ans 1644cm
2 

Q11. The dimensions of a rectangle ABCD are 51cm X 25cm .A trapezium PBCQ with its parallel sides QC and 

PB in the ratio 9:8 is cut off from the rectangle . If the area of the trapezium is PBCQ is 
 

 
th part of the area of the 

rectangle. Find the length of the side PB and QC.                                 Ans 45cm ,40cm 

Q12. The perimeter of a triangle is 50cm. One side of the triangle is 4cm longer than the smaller side and the 

third side is 6cm less than twice the smaller side. Find the area of the triangle.            Ans  20   cm
2 

                                                              

 

 

 

 



 

 

SUBJECT-SCIENCE  

Let’s read about some Scientists who inspire everyone 

Thomas Edison famously declared genius to be “one percent inspiration and ninety-percent perspiration.” 

And it’s true: Even the world’s most celebrated minds didn’t have easy or obvious paths. The fact is that no 

matter how smart you are, true success requires many things, including hard work and perseverance. Let’s 

take a closer look at some famous scientists who set inspiring examples during their lifetimes. 

 1.  Edward Jenner 

Edward B. Jenner (18th May 1749 – 26 January 1823) was an English scientist who is credited as the first 

doctor to introduce and study the smallpox vaccine. Around this time smallpox was greatly feared, as one in 

three of those who contracted the disease died, and those who survived were often badly disfigured. 

Voltaire, recorded that 60% of people caught smallpox, with 20% of the population dying of it. Smallpox is 

an infectious disease unique to humans. Smallpox localizes in small blood vessels of the skin and in the 

mouth and throat. In the skin, this results in a characteristic maculopapular rash, and later, raised fluid-filled 

blisters. 

Noting the common observation that milkmaids did not generally get smallpox, Jenner theorized that the pus 

in the blisters which milkmaids received from cowpox protected the milkmaids from smallpox. He may have 

had the advantage of hearing stories of Benjamin Jesty and others who deliberately arranged cowpox 

infection of their families, and then noticed a reduced smallpox risk in those families. Cowpox is a disease 

of the skin that is caused by a virus known as the Cowpox virus and got its name from dairymaids touching 

the udders of infected cows. The ailment manifests itself in the form of red blisters and is transmitted by 

touch from infected animals to humans. On 14 May 1796, Jenner tested his theory by inoculating James 

Phipps, a young boy of 8 years old, with material from the cowpox blisters of the hand of Sarah Nelmes, a 

milkmaid who had caught cowpox from a cow called Blossom. Phipps was the 17th case described in 

Jenner's first paper on vaccination. 

Jenner inoculated Phipps with cowpox pus in both arms on the same day. The inoculation was accomplished 

by scraping the pus from Nelmes' blisters onto a piece of wood then transferring this to Phipps' arms. This 

produced a fever and some uneasiness but no great illness. Later, he injected Phipps with variolous material, 
which would have been the routine attempt to produce immunity at that time. No disease followed. Jenner 

reported that later the boy was again challenged with variolation material and again showed no sign of 

infection. He continued his research and reported it to the Royal Society, who did not publish the initial 

report. After improvement and further work, he published a report of twenty-three cases. Some of his 

conclusions were correct, and some erroneous—modern microbiological and microscopic methods would 

make this easier to repeat. The medical establishment, as cautious then as now, considered his findings for 

some time before accepting them. Eventually vaccination was accepted, and in 1840 the British government 

banned variolation- the use of the smallpox itself- and provided vaccination- using cowpox- free of charge. 

Jenner's continuing work on vaccination prevented his continuing his ordinary medical practice. He was 

supported by his colleagues and the King in petitioning Parliament and was granted £10,000 for his work on 

vaccination. In 1806 he was granted another £20,000 for his continuing work. In 1803 in London, he became 

involved with the Jennerian Institution, a society concerned with promoting vaccination to eradicate 

smallpox. In 1808, with government aid, this society became the National Vaccine Establishment. 

Smallpox is believed to have emerged in human populations about 10,000 BC. Blindness resulting from 

corneal ulceration and scarring, and limb deformities due to arthritis and osteomyelitis are fewer common 

complications, seen in about 2–5% of cases. The disease killed an estimated 400,000 Europeans each year 

during the 18th century (including five reigning monarchs), and was responsible for a third of all blindness. 



Of all those infected, 20–60%—and over 80% of infected children—died from the disease. During the 20th 

century, it is estimated that smallpox was responsible for 300–500 million deaths. In the early 1950s an 

estimated 50 million cases of smallpox occurred in the world each year. As recently as 1967, the World 

Health Organization estimated that 15 million people contracted the disease and that two million died in that 

year. After successful vaccination campaigns throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, the WHO certified the 

eradication of smallpox in December 1979. To this day, smallpox is the only human infectious disease to 

have been completely eradicated. 

 2. Isaac Newton 

Isaac Newton is among the 17th century’s most influential scientists, and his groundbreaking work is now 

the foundation for modern physics. Many experts posit that his true genius lay not in the theories 

themselves, but in how Newton applied them to the universe at large. And while he may not have come up 

with the concept of gravity after an apple fell on his head, as the legend insists, he did doggedly attack the 

theory of gravity, coming at it with great determination from every possible angle. 

Of his process Newton once said, "I was like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself now and 

then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all 

undiscovered before me”. In other words, being willing and open to all possibilities can help you be more 

original and innovative when proposing and applying theories. 

 

3.Carl Linnaeus- 

The father of was an amateur botanist named Nicolaus (Nils), a Lutheran Christian Priest and the curate of a 

small village. Even in his early years, Linnaeus seemed to have a liking for plants, flowers in particular. 

Whenever he was upset, he was given a flower, which immediately calmed him. Nils spent much time in his 

garden and often showed flowers to Linnaeus and told him their names. Soon Linnaeus was given his own 

patch of earth where he could grow plants. 

He lived abroad between 1735 and 1738, where he studied and also published a first edition of his "Systema 

Naturae". In it, he outlined his ideas for the hierarchical classification of the natural world, dividing it into 

the animal kingdom, the plant kingdom, and the mineral kingdom. In the 1740s, he was sent on several 

journeys through Sweden to find and classify plants and animals. In the 1750s and 1760s, he continued to 

collect and classify animals, plants and minerals, while publishing several volumes. 

His students carried out botanical and zoological expeditions throughout the world tocollect new samples. 

They are known as the Apostles of Linnaeus. The expeditions were often dangerous. Seven apostles never 

came home. The first apostle, Christopher Tärnström, died of a tropical fever. As a result of the popularity of 

the work, and the number of new specimens sent to him from around the world, Linnaeus kept publishing 

new and ever-expanding editions of his work. It grew from eleven very large pages in the first edition (1735) 

to 2,400 pages in the 12th edition (1766–1768). Among compliments, Linnaeus has been called "The 

Second Adam". 

Linnaeus developed his classification of the plant kingdom in an attempt to describe and understand the 

natural world as a reflection of the logic of God's creation. Linnaeus believed in God's creation, and that 

there were no deeper relationships to be expressed. He is frequently quoted to have said: "God created, 

Linnaeus organized “Carl Linnaeus (1707 – 1778) was a Swedish botanist, physician, and zoologist, who 

formalized the modern system of naming organisms called binomial nomenclature. He is known by the 

epithet "father of modern taxonomy". At the time of his death, he was one of the most acclaimed scientists 

in Europe. 

BIOLOGY 

Read the following comic: 



Comic link for chapter- the fundamental unit of life 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31321952129966899212937 

Do the following questions in your fair register 

Q1. Define the following terms-  

diffusion, exosmosis, endosmosis, plasmolysis, isotonic solution, hypertonic solution, hypertonic solution, 

endocytosis 

Q2. Why plasma membrane is called a selectively permeable membrane? 

Q3. What would happen if plasma membrane ruptures or breaks down? 

Q4. What are the effects of hypertonic and hypotonic solution on- 

i) plant cells 

ii) animal cells 

Q5. We don’t observe osmosis in case of boiled egg or boiled potato. Why? 

Q6. Differentiate between 

i) Prokaryotic cell and eukaryotic cell 

ii) Cell wall and cell membrane 

CHEMISTRY 

Read the following comic: 

Comic link for chapter- structure of the atom 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31321952153423052812601 

Do the following questions in your fair register 

Q 1. Helium atom has an atomic mass of 4 u and two protons in its nucleus. How many neutrons      

       does it have? 

 Q 2. Name the particles which determine the mass of an atom.  

 Q3. Using Bohr-Bury rule , find how many electrons can be present in the second shell of an atom. 

 Q 4.Write the sub-atomic particles present in an atom of Sodium. 

 Q 5. Define orbit. 

 Q6. Draw the schematic atomic structure of hydrogen, neon and calcium. 

 

PHYSICS 

Read the following comic: 

Comic link for chapter- Force and laws of motion 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31322470202954547211313?contentId=do_31322451004922265

61378 

The following questions are to be done in the fair registers- 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31321952129966899212937
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31321952153423052812601
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31322470202954547211313?contentId=do_3132245100492226561378
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31322470202954547211313?contentId=do_3132245100492226561378


Q1. Define- 

(i) State of rest 

(ii) State of motion 

Q2. “Motion is a relative term”. Give two examples to support this statement. 

Q3. Differentiate between  

(i) Scalar and vector quantities 

(ii) Distance and displacement 

(iii) Speed and velocity 

(iv) Uniform and non-uniform motion 

Q4. Define average speed and average velocity. 

Q5. Under what condition(s) is the magnitude of average velocity of an object equal to its average speed? 

Q6. Define acceleration. Also, write its S.I unit. 

Q7. Convert the following in m/s- 

(i) 36 km/h 

(ii) 100 km/h 

Q8. Convert the following in Km/h- 

(i) 20m/s 

(ii) 100m/s 

Q9.During an experiment, a signal from the spaceship reached the ground station in 5 minutes. What was 

the distance of the spaceship from the ground station? The signal travels at the speed of light, that is 3X 

108 m/s. 

Q10. An athlete completes one round of a circular track of diameter 200m in 40s. What will be the distance 

covered and the displacement at the end of 2 minutes 20 s? 

Q11. Joseph jogs from one end A to the other end B of a straight 300m road in 2 minutes 30 seconds and 

then turns around and jogs 100m back to point C in another 1 minute. What are Joseph’s average speeds 

and average velocities in jogging (a) from A to B  (b) from A to C ? 

Q12. Abdul ,while driving to school, computes the average speed for his trip to be 20 km/h. On his return 

trip along the same route, there is less traffic and the average speed is 30 Km/h. What is the average speed 

for Abdul’s trip? 

Q13. A bus decreases its speed from 80Km/h to 60 Km/h in 5 s. Find the acceleration of the bus. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Subject-Social Science 

*All the work has to be done in Social Science Fair Register.* 

1. On the Political map of India mark all the states along with their capitals. 

(Colour the States with pencil colours-mention the name of  State and its capital with gel pen.) 

 

2. Construct a Table showing all the States with their details: as given in the example. 

Name of State Capital City Food Art & Craft Language Dances/ Music 

 

(Students should also stick pictures for food, art and craft, dances etc. along with mentioning names). 

 

3. Draw the Political Symbols used in the French Revolution, also write what each symbol stands for. (Students 

may use pencil colours in the pictures drawn).(Refer to Page 12-13 NCERT History Book).  

4. Write a Self composed Poem/ Write up on the Topic: Women Empowerment   OR   The Changing Face of 

Women in the Society. 

Word limit : For Poem:- 75-100 words 

                      For Write up:- 100-150 words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject- Computer  Applications          

 

Activity :-    Try to work on AR(Augmented Reality) and enjoy. 

 

Do the following work in your computer notebook. 

Pg-1 

Ch-1 Basics of Information Technology 

     Learning Outcomes 

   I  will be able to:-  

   * Classify the Computers  

*Identify the use of computer in every field                                                                                

*Visualise the working of Components of computer system                                

* know the different hardware devices and their use. 

*understand the working of Computer System 

*Know about Basic organisation of computer system 

 
Pg-2 

 

Ch-1 Basics of Information Technology (Activity) 

 

Pg3 onwards 

Do the following assignment in your computer notebook: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUBJECT-WORK EDUCATION 

               TOPIC - COVID-19 'THE NEW NORMAL' 

 

   

 

As long as the world has not found a cure for Covid-19, we may have to 
adjust to a “new normal”, meaning a new way of living and going about 
our lives, work and interactions with other people. 

Please bear in mind that we may have to live in the “the new normal” for a 
very long time. 

Many diseases caused by viruses have no cure to this day, not even the 
common cold. There are no vaccines for many viruses either. 

But we have learned to adapt our lifestyles to live with them, so stay safe 
stay healthy at your home. 

NEW NORMAL VIDEO LINK- 

https://www.who.int/westernpacific/emergencies/covid-19/information/covid-19-new-

normal#:~:text=COVID%2D19%3A%20'new%20normal' 

Work Instructions 

Activity- Make a video on COVID-19 'THE NEW NORMAL' 

Language- English / Hindi 

Duration - 2 minutes 

Maximum file size – 100 MB  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.who.int/westernpacific/emergencies/covid-19/information/covid-19-new-normal#:~:text=COVID%2D19%3A%20'new%20normal
https://www.who.int/westernpacific/emergencies/covid-19/information/covid-19-new-normal#:~:text=COVID%2D19%3A%20'new%20normal


This is a group activity-  

Class- IX-A                                     Class- IX- B                                 Class-IX-C 

Group 1 Roll No – 1 to 5                             Group 1 Roll No – 1 to 5                          Group 1 Roll No – 1 to 5                                          

Group 2 Roll No – 6 to 10                           Group 2 Roll No – 6 to 10                        Group 2 Roll No – 6 to 10                                            

Group 3 Roll No – 11 to 15                         Group 3 Roll No – 11 to 15                      Group 3 Roll No – 11 to 15                                            

Group 4 Roll No – 16 to 20                         Group 4 Roll No – 16 to 20                      Group 4 Roll No – 16 to 21                                            

Group 5 Roll No – 21 to 25                         Group 5 Roll No – 21 to 25                       Group 5 Roll No – 22 to 27                                                                                     

Group 6 Roll No – 26 to 31                         Group 6 Roll No – 26 to 30                       Group 6 Roll No – 28 to 33    

                                                                    Group 7 Roll No – 31 to 35   

 

                      

 Video should be Innovative and meaningful. 

 Video must be according to the theme depicting ‘The New Normal’. 

 To make your video attractive you can use jingles, plaque cards, slogans, video clips as 

well as an interview format etc. 

 All members of the group should participate.  

 The students need to upload their video on the google form link according to your class 

given below.  

 

Classes Google form links 

IX-A 

 
https://forms.gle/A8e1Zo5CHoSgpK3E7 

 
 

IX-B 

 
https://forms.gle/14nmLrbE33NKZ87P6 

 
 

IX-C 

 
https://forms.gle/xQvtTFujpciBk4rj9 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/A8e1Zo5CHoSgpK3E7
https://forms.gle/14nmLrbE33NKZ87P6
https://forms.gle/xQvtTFujpciBk4rj9


Some Posters on ‘The New Normal’ for better understanding 

  

  

   



  

  

  



  

  



 

 

 

 

 



Subject: Health & Physical Education 

MAY- 
Dear Students 

Today we would like to focus on a very important aspect of every child’s physical and 

mental growth that is ‘Importance of sports activity. 

Specially during the lockdown period when there is restricted physical 

activity(outdoor) and you all are spending most of your time in front of the screen it 

becomes all the more essential to pay attention towards maintaining sports activity. 

1.Home Workout Whole Body No Equipment 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_wxaHwJ0aM 

2. Wellness during COVID-19: Basic breathing techniques 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9F0fQK81Pw&t=49s 

 3. Simple yoga for a better life during COVID-19 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsirEJLlk10&t=238s 

4.Immune System Boost Workout｜How to Prevent Coronavirus (COVID-19 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fx1_Fmf6U2A 

5.FOODS TO BOOST YOUR IMMUNITY - HOW TO BOOST IMMUNITY NATURAL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_wxaHwJ0aM 
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Subject:-Music                

Dear students I hope you are keeping safe and doing well. In these holidays let’s get intrigued by the 

mesmerising tunes of Guajarati patriotic song. The lyrics of this song have been shared with the link given 

below. So as a part of music holiday’s homework kindly learn the song and note down the lyrics in your 

music notebook. Audio link https://youtu.be/sHisDKJU1KQ 

“                   त   ” 
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https://youtu.be/sHisDKJU1KQ

